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INTRODUCTION



CLAXTON THRIVES ON YOUR CHALLENGES

Claxton was formed in 1985 – we’ve been working in the North Sea for nearly 
30 years 

Today we operate from four key global locations and service land and offshore 
clients all around the world – across the entire life of field

We have a genuine focus on service and delivery – on making your projects 
happen.



CLAXTON IS AN ACTEON GROUP COMPANY

We’re part of a global group 
of specialist subsea services 
companies - Acteon

Claxton works closely with 
other group companies to 
ensure clients benefit from 
our combined expertise

Examples include 
2H Offshore (Riser Analysis)
Pulse (Realtime monitoring)
OIS (Decommissioning)
Mirage Machines (Cutting 
tooling).

Acteon Company Services Shown In OrangeActeon Company Services Shown In Orange



OUR AREAS OF EXPERTISE

Drilling Riser 
Systems

Decommissioning Structures & Asset 
Life Extension

Wellhead Supply 
& Services 

Riser Tensioning

Subsea & 
Inspection Cameras

Onshore Refurb, 
Testing & Repair

Conductor & Slot 
Recovery



ASSURED DELIVERY

A number of key assets underpin everything 
we do – to assure delivery on your projects.

1. Our team: We have a world class in-house 
design, R&D and global projects team  - all of 
which are aligned to make sure we deliver for 
our clients

2. Our equipment: Over 4,000 items of fully 
certified rental equipment support a full suite of 
cutting tooling and the biggest riser inventory in 
Europe

3. Our Facilities: Operating from the UK, Norway, 
Dubai and Singapore, our bases are located to 
support your projects. We also have one of the 
most advanced pressure test facilities of its kind 
in the world. 



JUST FEW OF OUR DECOMMISSIONING PROJECTS

Phillips
Maureen

ERT
Camelot

Maersk
East Tyra

Tullow
North Sea

Shell
Indefatigable

BP
Eugene Island

Perenco
Leman A1

BHPB
Irish Sea



LEMAN A1 ABANDONMENT



THE WORLD’S FIRST RIGLESS PLATFORM WELL 
ABANDONMENT

“Claxton engineered 
the first rigless 
abandonment of a 
platform well for 
Perenco Leman A1, 
over a decade ago” 

Pictured: Claxton personnel and equipment on Leman A1 – and the failed conductor



ABOUT THE PROJECT

During 2003, a 38-year-old well on a normally 
unmanned platform in the Leman field, was 
identified as having suffered a 
corrosion/fatigue failure of the 20” conductor

Complete failure of the 20” conductor and 
partial fracture and wear to the 13 3/8” 
caisson

The failure was approximately 20 ft below sea 
level 

The well was immediately shut in and a 
strategy to plug and abandon the well had to 
be agreed. 

Pictured: The failed conductor. 



CASE STUDY – LEMAN A1

Timing and cost prohibited the use of a Jack up rig…Therefore, all of the 
following activities had to be performed via rigless operation, the first of it’s kind:

Claxton provided the following services:

Severance of the casing strings below mudline

Recovery of the casing strings

Recovery of the 20” conductor below the fracture point

Back loading of the  cut casing sections – due to deck restrictions.



CASE STUDY – LEMAN A1

Claxton designed and 
manufactured a 
bespoke conductor 
reaction recovery 
system to interface 
with the Leman 
platform.

Pictured: Outline of the recovery interface, showing the crane and false rotary arrangement



THE RECOVERY INTERFACE SCOPE

Claxton’s solution included all of the following items, 
all supplied / manufactured to a short lead time.

Load spreader beams 
False rotary work platform
Hydraulic reaction jacking system complete with reaction 
slips and suspended false rotary.
Material handling telescopic cranes
Positive-grip tension ring used in the reaction recovery 
system
Hydraulic power units (HPU)
Drilling & pinning 
Bandsaws
SABRE abrasive jet cutting
Lifting equipment and equipment to recover the 
production tubing with the platform crane.



CASE STUDY – LEMAN A1

Claxton combined our 
cutting equipment with a 
bespoke interface

Using a novel equipment 
package we recovered the 
conductor in sections –
cutting, securing and lifting 
each piece via a hydraulic 
reaction system. 

Each section was pinned, 
secured, cut and pulled in 
turn. 



CASE STUDY – LEMAN A1

Operation was performed on schedule, to 
budget

The bespoke equipment package performed 
as expected in the field

316 man hours were recorded offshore with 
no incident – the only time lost was due to 
inclement weather

Perenco commented that the total costs 
were less than half of a comparative rig-
based solution.



WE’LL ABANDON YOUR WELLS, NOT YOU. 

“Claxton’s suite of 
cutting / recovery 
tooling has since  
been deployed on 
over 260 wells. 
Reliably,
successfully and 
safely.”
Pictured: Aged conductors on the Indefatigable field, cut and recovered using Claxton tooling. 





LOOKING TO THE FUTURE



“There is the realisation 
that innovation in the 
decommissioning 
sector must accelerate 
to increase efficiency 
and reduce costs.”

Quote: Brian Nixon, S2S: The Acteon Group Customer Magazine, Issue 11.



LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

Claxton are committed - increasing the size and capacity of the R&D team

We have a strong reputation for providing bespoke engineering solutions

We are large enough to deliver a quality service, but nimble enough to rapidly 
tailor that service to the clients problem at hand

Partnering Acteon group companies we can offer a more complete service to 
the industry

Moving into deeper waters is everyone's goal, the challenge is to do it in the 
most efficient manner – be it rigless, parallel operations or use of ‘dead’ rig 
time

Our message to the industry is we want to work with you to best meet your 
current and future needs



DECOMMISSIONING DEVELOPMENT

Looking at future market trends we see 4 key areas of development
Operational performance
Operational efficiencies
Operator safety
The size of equipment spread. 

Getting Claxton on-board at the FEED stage will allow us to tailor a raft of 
options to aid your planning process and ease your decommissioning project.




